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Notion is a minimalist yet powerful productivity workspace for all your notes, tasks, wikis and

databases. It fuses together the functionality of applications such as Evernote, Trello, Todoist

and Google Docs into a simple, highly customisable user workspace. But at first most people,

including myself, stare at the bare screen and wonder what to do next...and that's where this

book comes in.Notion for Novices will gently guide you through the setup process, introduce

you to the tools available, and teach you to construct your own workspace. It gives you the

fundamental knowledge you need, in simple terms, to develop the confidence to delve into

Notion's more advanced features and capabilities. You will learn how to create and develop an

efficient and aesthetically pleasing productivity workspace that fits your individual needs,

whether at home or in the workplace.

"Mermaids, fairies, trolls, and princesses abound in this creative mashup of the Grimms' most

famous characters. This whimsical tale is a surprising mixture of fable, fantasy, and true

coming-of-age novel. Magical problems are enhanced by real-world lessons on prejudice,

bullying, and self-image." - Kirkus Reviews"Calonita tackles bullying, selfishness, trust,

friendship, loyalty, responsibility, and courage while delivering an entertaining and often

humorous fantasy flight. The appealing cover design will draw the attention of potential

readers, and the balance of action, humor, and fantasy will keep them absorbed.

Recommended for fans of Soman Chainani, Shannon Hale, and Shannon Messenger."" -

School Library Journal --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJen Calonita

has interviewed everyone from Reese Witherspoon to Justin Timberlake, but the only person

she's ever wanted to trade places with is Disney's Cinderella. She's the award-winning author

of the Royal Academy Rebels and Fairy Tale Reform School series. Jen lives in Merrick, New

York with her husband, two sons, and their two Chihuahuas, Captain Jack Sparrow and Ben

Kenobi. Visit jencalonitaonline.com for more. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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AuthorWhat is Notion?As most new software does, Notion originated as a startup in San

Francisco as recently as 2016, when it almost became a non-starter. Notion began life as an

easy-to-use programming application that required zero coding but its founders discovered that

this was not where the demand lay, so they turned their focus to what people did want. With

constant crashes and inadequate infrastructure, its two founders cut their costs by moving from

San Francisco to the less expensive city of Kyoto. As neither spoke Japanese, they would

spend their time hidden away, working obscenely long hours each day coding and remediating

their earlier work.Initially the app was launched for web browsers and OS X and later, in May

2017, became available on Windows and iOS. Back then the company had fewer than ten

employees. By 2018 Notion 2.0 was launched and it was so widely praised in such a short

period of time that the inevitable venture capitalists soon began to show interest, yet Notion

mostly ignored their interests. Since then this remarkable growth has continued. In September

2019, Notion announced that it had reached over 1m users, yet even today it still has a meagre

40-odd employees. Support is fantastic however, and their future development roadmap looks

impressive.[1] In late March 2020 Notion raised US$50m investment from Index Ventures and

other investors, valuing the company at US$2bn. Notion had been previously valued at US

$800m.Notion may be one of the fastest growing applications in the market today, but what is it

exactly? The simple answer is it can be anything you want it to be! I know, that's not really

helpful, but honestly Notion has such flexibility that it can be used for a multitude of use cases

and its rapid growth in users over the past few years is testament to this. From the outset the

company's mission was to give non-techies the ability to create their own tools without learning

or writing any code, customizing their creations to solve their own problems. Notion can be

used to create individual documents, databases, to-do lists, bespoke productivity methods, and

to manage projects (..and write books like this one!). You may even find that Notion replaces

some of your to-do, note-taking, and scheduling apps too. As a result of using Notion, people

often find that they get to cancel some of their previous subscriptions such as Evernote,

Todoist and Trello.Notion is an all-in-one, distraction-free cohesive workspace that can be used

collaboratively or standalone. This book focuses on the latter as this is how the majority of

users begin using Notion, although Notion is more than capable for use in a collaborative



environment. It is browser-based (but mobile apps are also available for iOS, MacOS and

Android), relational and hierarchical so behaves somewhat like an inter-linked website for all

your productivity needs, but you get to determine its construction. It can perhaps best be

compared to a giant Lego set: using blocks and perhaps also following a set of instructions,

you can create the simplest or most complex of models in whatever style or shape you wish.

The only limit is your imagination! In fact, Notion's flexibility is often seen as a potential

negative point because the user is presented with a 'blank slate' and has to build, through

pages and blocks (I will come to these later), the basis on which to record and store their

information. In recent years the Notion community has begun to share their own user-created

templates; Notion now has its own template store, from where you can download a ready-

made design and tweak it to fit your requirements. Whilst daunting for some, Notion is enticing

for others who wish to tailor their productivity and content management to their individual

needs. I almost forgot to mention that Notion's most basic subscription tier is free and fully

functional although unless you are a student with an academic email address, the number of

content blocks (each block being a piece of text, a title, video, image etc.) in your arsenal will

be limited to 1,000. Personally, I think this is more than adequate for testing out the software[2].

To get your creativity started, here are some ideas of how Notion has already been commonly

used by others:• Budgeting• Project management• Wikis•

Kids' activities• Tracking e.g. job applications; habits• To-do lists e.g. shopping;

tasks• Document storage• Blogging• Calendars• Client

management• Lesson planning• Snipping websites and articles•

Reading list• Goal setting• Journaling• Website creationNotion's

flexibility is also reflected in its OS platform availability. It is available for Windows, Mac, iOS

and Android devices, but can equally be accessed via a web browser. The web version is

pretty similar to the desktop versions and, as I often switch between my Mac or Chromebook

(personal) and Windows (professional) devices, I most often use the web version and have not

encountered any obstacles in doing so, especially as Notion has the ability to work offline in a

browser and sync upon reconnection to the web. Notion can also be used through a mobile

app although personally I have found it a little slow and laborious on Android, especially at

startup. Whether Notion will eventually improve the Android app's speed remains to be seen.

The iPad app used to suffer similar performance issues, but following recent updates it is now

significantly quicker and its user interface is much more user-friendly.In addition to the above

apps, there is an official Notion browser extension available in Chrome that connects to your

Notion account and enables websites to be saved in Notion with a single click. At the point of

saving the site, you can determine exactly where in your Notion workspace you wish to save

each clipping, as well as tagging, sharing, commenting and turning the web clippings into

actionable items. As we shall see, it can be useful to create an inbox in Notion as a receptacle

for items such as clippings that, as part of a productivity regime, can be subsequently allocated

a more permanent home. In terms of mobile clipping, the Notion app enables you to share web

pages and other content from your iOS or Android device's browser straight to Notion without

any further add-ins being required.
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